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1.1 Identification

This specification establishes the development, test and qualification requirements of a computer program identified as the Application Interface, referred to as the AI. The AI is one configuration item of the Integrated Information Support System (IISS) User Interface (UI).

1.2 Functional Summary

The AI is a collection of procedures that may be linked with an application to enable it to use the Form Processor (FP) and run in the distributed IISS environment. The AI does this by sending/receiving FP requests through the NTM (Network Transaction Manager) to/from the User Interface Monitor (UIM) of the Form Processor.

```
+----------+      +----------+      +----------+
| NTM      |      | NTM      |      | AI | AP |
|----------|      |----------|      |-----+-----+
| V        |      | V        |      |     |
|----------+      |----------+      |     |
| FP       |      | FP       |      |     |
|----------+      |----------+      |     |
```

Figure 1-1 Distributed IISS Environment
SECTION 2

DOCUMENTS

2.1 Reference Documents


2.2 Terms and Abbreviations

American Standard Code for Information Interchange: (ASCII), the character set defined by ANSI X3.4 and used by most computer vendors.

Application Definition Language: an extension of the Forms Definition Language that includes retrieval of database information and conditional actions. It is used to define interactive application programs.

Application Generator: (AG), subset of the IISS User Interface that consists of software modules that generate IISS application code and associated form definitions based on a language input. The part of the AG that generates report programs is called the Report Writer. The part of the AG that generates interactive applications is called the Rapid Application Generator.

Attribute: field characteristic such as blinking, highlighted, black, etc. and various other combinations. Background attributes are defined for forms or windows only. Foreground attributes are defined for items. Attributes may be permanent, i.e., they remain the same unless changed by the application program, or they may be temporary, i.e., they remain in effect until the window is redisplayed.

Buffer Name: the default file in which the buffer will be saved if no file is given on a save command.

Common Data Model: (CDM), IISS subsystem that describes common data application process formats, form definitions, etc. of the IISS and includes conceptual schema, external schemas, internal schemas, and schema transformation operators.

Conceptual Schema: (CS), the standard definition used for all data in the CDM. It is based on IDEF1 information modelling.

Current Cursor Position: the position of the cursor before an edit command or function is issued in the text editor.

Cursor Position: the position of the cursor after any command is issued.

Cut and Paste Buffer: where deleted lines go and the paste and fill edit commands get their data.
Device Drivers: (DD), software modules written to handle I/O for a specific kind of terminal. The modules map terminal specific commands and data to a neutral format. Device Drivers are part of the UI Virtual Terminal.

Display List: is similar to the open list, except that it contains only those forms that have been added to the screen and are currently displayed on the screen.

Display Start Line: the first line in the buffer to be displayed.

Display Size: the number of lines used in the edit area.

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code: (EBCDIC), the character set used by a few computer vendors (notably IBM) instead of ASCII.

External Schema: (ES), an application's view of the CDM's conceptual schema.

Field Pointer: indicates the ITEM which contains the current cursor position.

Forms Driven Form Editor: (FDFE), subset of the FE which consists of a forms driven application used to create Form Definition files interactively.

Form Editor: (FE), subset of the IISS User Interface that is used to create definitions of forms. The FE consists of the Forms Driven Form Editor and the Forms Language Compiler.

Forms Language Compiler: (FLAN), subset of the FE that consists of a batch process that accepts a series of forms definition language statements and produces form definition files as output.

Form Processor Text Editor: (FPTE), subset of the Form Processor that consists of software modules that provide text editing capabilities to all users of applications that use the Form Processor.

Item: non-decomposable area of a form in which hard-coded descriptive text may be placed and the only defined areas where user data may be input/output.
Logical Device: a conceptual device which to an application is indistinguishable from a physical device and is then mapped to part or all of a physical device.

Neutral Data Manipulation Language: (NDML), the command language by which the CDM is accessed for the purpose of extracting, deleting, adding, or modifying data.

Open List: a list of all the forms that have been and are currently open for an application process.

Operating System: (OS), software supplied with a computer which allows it to supervise its own operations and manage access to hardware facilities such as memory and peripherals.

Page: instance of forms in windows that are created whenever a form is added to a window.

Paging and Scrolling: a method which allows a form to contain more data than can be displayed with provisions for viewing any portion of the data buffer.

Physical Device: a hardware terminal.

Presentation Schema: (PS), may be equivalent to a form. It is the view presented to the user of the application.

Previous Cursor Position: the position of the cursor when the previous edit command was issued.

Previous Edit Command: the function key pressed before the current one.

Rapid Application Generator: (RAP), part of the Application Generator that generates source code for interactive programs based on a language input.

Report Definition Language: an extension of the Forms Definition Language that includes retrieval and calculation of database information and is used to define reports.

Report Writer: (RW), part of the Application Generator that generates source code for report programs based on a language input.

Select Line: one terminus of the select range.
Select Mode: when on, certain commands will be executed over the lines in the selected range. The commands are 'DELETELINE' and replace.

Subform: a form that is used within another form.

Text Editor: (TE), subset of the IISS User Interface that consists of a file editor that is based on the text editing functions built into the Form Processor.

Top of file: the first line of the buffer.

User Interface Development System: (UIDS), collection of IISS User Interface subsystems that are used by applications programmers as they develop IISS applications. The UIDS includes the Form Editor and the Application Generator.

User Interface Monitor: (UIM), part of the Form Processor that handles messaging between the MTM and the UI. It also provides authorization checks and initiates applications.

User Interface Services: (UIS), subset of the IISS User Interface that consists of a package of routines that aid users in controlling their environment. It includes message management, change password, and application definition services.

Virtual Terminal Interface: (VTI), the callable interface to the VT.

Virtual Terminal Interface Field Map: defines the complete terminal screen by breaking it into pieces of the various forms and items that are displayed. Each area of the terminal screen must be defined as belonging to a particular field in the display list.

Window Manager: a facility which allows the following to be manipulated: size and location of windows, the device on which an application is running, the position of a form within a window. It is part of the Form Processor.
This section includes functional and performance requirements for the AI. In addition, the AI interfaces to other IISS Computer Program Configuration Item's (CPCI's) are defined.

3.1 Computer Program Definition

Application programs use the FP Application Interface (AI) to create the messages which correspond to FP calls and are sent to the User Interface Monitor (UIM) of the Form Processor by way of the Network Transaction Manager (NTM). The UIM then decodes these messages and calls the appropriate Form Processor routine. This enables applications to run under IISS in a distributed environment.

3.1.1 System Capacities

The AI procedures are written in COBOL and are linked with the application. The application runs on a DEC VAX minicomputer running the VMS operating system.

3.1.2 Interface Requirements

The AI interfaces with application programs and the UIM. The UIM receives the message formatted by the AI and translates it into a call to the appropriate FP routine. The Form Processor routines then interface with the VT by translating an application request into the appropriate VT command when input/output is necessary.

The following describes a typical application/AI transaction:

1) Application calls the AI procedure.

2) The AI procedure creates a message using the FP procedure's id number and input parameters and sends the message.

3) The UIM receives the message and calls the corresponding FP procedure.
4) The UIM creates a message using the FP procedure's output parameters and sends the message.

5) AI procedure receives message and returns the contents to the application via the argument list.

3.1.2.1 Interface Block Diagram

The structure of the AI interfaces is shown in Figure 3-1.

```
application

AI

messages

NTM

messages

UIM/FP
```

Figure 3-1 AI Interfaces

3.1.2.2 Detailed Interface Definition

3.1.2.2.1 Application

The interface to the application is identical to that of the Form Processor procedures and is documented in the FP User Manual.

3.1.2.2.2 NTM Messages
The AI sends and receives messages to and from the UIM via the NTM. Each FP procedure is identified by a unique number in this message. The remainder of the message consists of FP input parameters for an AI send and FP output parameters for an AI receive. These message formats are documented in Appendix A.

3.1.2.2.3 UIM

The UIM receives messages from the NTM, calls the appropriate FP procedure and sends the results back to the AI via the NTM.

3.2 Detailed Functional Requirements

The AI enables an application to run under IISS in a distributed environment. It provides an application with a set of procedures whose names, number and types of arguments and functionality are identical to that of the Form Processor. These procedures are documented in the Form Processor Development Specification.

3.3 Special Requirements

3.3.1 Programming Methods

The AI is programmed using structured design and care has been taken to insure portability of the AI code with minimum effort. Basic programming standards for readability and ease of debugging shall be followed.

3.3.2 Expandibility

Since the AI has been designed as a set of interface routines, new functionality may be added by simply adding new interface routines.

3.4 Human Performance

The AI is a set of callable procedures which an application uses to interface with a terminal. These procedures are standard for all terminals under IISS. The programming of applications is made simpler since these procedures are standard. The input and output parameters for each procedure are clearly defined by the Form Processor User Manual.
SECTION 4
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Introduction and Definitions

The AI is tested using the following tests:

Computer programming test and evaluation. This testing primarily involves testing all the AI interface routines and internal functions for correct processing and output.

System test. This testing involves testing all the AI interface routines and internal functions within the integrated system.

4.2 Computer Programming Test and Evaluation

The test developed for the AI consists of another computer program which simulates the use of the AI interfaces routines by an application program. Every AI interface routine is exercised directly by the computer test program and every internal function is indirectly exercised by the computer test program. Variations on the computer test program can be provided by user interaction with the computer test program.

The same computer test program is run to test the AI during the system test process with the other components of the IISS.
The implementation site for the constructed software is the Integrated Support System (IISS) Test Bed site located at the General Electric Company in Schenectady, NY. The software associated with each AI GPCI release is delivered on a media which is compatible with the IISS Test Bed. The release is clearly identified and will include instructions on procedures to be followed for installation of the release.
APPENDIX A

FP/AI MESSAGE FORMATS

The following is a COBOL declaration of the message formats used between the AI and the FP.

FP to AI message formats, FP output parameters.

NOTE: All 01 line records correspond to the FP routines being called. For example, ADDELM-FP-RECORD is used in the routine ADDELM.

01 ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 ADDELM-ELEMENT-NUMBER PIC 9(4).
   05 ADDELM-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 ADDFRM-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 ADDFRM-PAGE-NUMBER PIC 9(4).
   05 ADDFRM-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 CHGLDV-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 CHGLDV-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 CLASSFRM-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 CLASSFRM-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 CLSLDV-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 CLSLDV-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 GDATA-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GDATA-BUFFER-LENGTH PIC 9(4).
   05 GDATA-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   05 GDATA-BUFFER PIC X(4096).

01 GDATLN-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GDATLN-BUFFER-LENGTH PIC 9(4).
   05 GDATLN-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 GETATT-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GETATT-ATTRIBUTE PIC X(10).
   05 GETATT-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 GETBAK-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GETBAK-ATTRIBUTE PIC X(10).
   05 GETBAK-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 GETCUR-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GETCUR-FIELD-NAM PIC X(120).
   05 GETCUR-FIELD-TYPE PIC X.
   05 GETCUR-ROW PIC 9(4).
   05 GETCUR-COL PIC 9(4).
   05 GETCUR-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 GPAGE-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GPAGE- Form-NAM PIC X(10).
   05 GPAGE-ROCODE PIC X(5).
DS 620144700
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01 GWINDO-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 GWINDO-TOTAL-PAGES PIC 9(4).
   05 GWINDO-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 IMQLDV-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 IMQLDV-LOG-DEV-ID PIC 9(5).
   05 IMQLDV-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 OISCR-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 OISCR-FUNCTION PIC 9(4).
   05 OISCR-ROCODE PIC X(5).

01 OPNFPM-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
   05 OPNFPM-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 OPNLdv-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 OPNLdv-LOG-DEV-ID PIC 9(5).
      05 OPNLdv-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 OUTSCR-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 OUTSCR-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PARFQN-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PARFQN-PAR-NAME PIC X(120).
      05 PARFQN-PAR-TYPE PIC X.
      05 PARFQN-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PDATA-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PDATA-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PUTATT-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PUTATT-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PUTBAK-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PUTBAK-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PUTCUR-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PUTCUR-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 PUTLOC-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 PUTLOC-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 RMVPAG-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 RMVPAG-ROCODE PIC X(5).
   01 RPLFRM-FP-RECORD REDEFINES ADDELM-FP-RECORD.
      05 RPLFRM-ROCODE PIC X(5).

AI to FP message format, input parameters.

01 INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
01 ADDELM-FP41-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 ADDELM-ELEMENT-NAME PIC X(120).
DS 620144700
1 November 1985

01 ADDFRM-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 ADDFRM-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).
   05 ADDFRM-FORM-NAME PIC X(10).

01 CHGLDV-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 CHGLDV-LOG-DEV-ID PIC 9(5).

01 CLSFRM-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 CLSFRM-FORM-NAME PIC X(10).

01 CLSLDV-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 CLSLDV-LOG-DEV-ID PIC 9(5).

01 GDATA-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GDATA-INSTANCE-ID PIC 9(4).
   05 GDATA-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).

01 GDATLN-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GDATLN-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).

01 GETATT-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GETATT-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
   05 GETATT-DURATION PIC 9(4).

01 GETBAK-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GETBAK-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
   05 GETBAK-DURATION PIC 9(4).

01 GETCUR-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.

01 GPAGE-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GPAGE-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).
   05 GPAGE-PAGE-NUMBER PIC 9(4).

01 GWINDO-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 GWINDO-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).

01 IMQLDV-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.

01 OISCR-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 OISCR-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).

01 OPNFRM-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
   05 OPNFRM-FORM-NAME PIC X(10).

01 OPMLDV-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
   05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
01 OUTSCR-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 OUTSCR-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).

01 PARFQM-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PARFQM-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 PARFQM-FIELD-TYPE PIC X.
  05 PARFQM-LEVEL PIC 9(4).

01 PDATA-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PDATA-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 PDATA-BUFFER PIC X(4096).

01 PMSGLC-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PMSGLC-MSG-CODE PIC X(5).

01 PMSGLS-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PMSGLS-MSG-STRING PIC X(60).

01 PUTATT-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PUTATT-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 PUTATT-DURATION PIC 9(4).
  05 PUTATT-ATTRIBUTE PIC X(10).

01 PUTBAK-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PUTBAK-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 PUTBAK-DURATION PIC 9(4).
  05 PUTBAK-ATTRIBUTE PIC X(10).

01 PUTCUR-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PUTCUR-FIELD-NAME PIC X(120).

01 PUTLOG-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 PUTLOG-ROW PIC 9(4).
  05 PUTLOG-COL PIC 9(4).

01 RNVPAG-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 RNVPAG-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 RNVPAG-PAGE-NUMBER PIC 9(4).

01 RPLFRM-FPAI-RECORD REDEFINES INPUT-RECORD.
  05 ROUTINE-ID PIC 99.
  05 RPLFRM-WINDOW-NAME PIC X(120).
  05 RPLFRM-PAGE-NUMBER PIC 9(4).
  05 RPLFRM-FORM-NAME PIC X(10).
END
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